
The “Hold 'Em or Fold 'Em” Gambler's Option Spread
The “Bold” Ap

proach Odd Card #1The Draw Odd Card #2Opening Bid Odd Card #3Raising the Stakes Odd Card #4The Call Quint Card #1The Show
The “Cautious

” Approach Even Card #1The Draw Even Card #2Opening Bid Even Card #3Raising the Stakes Even Card #4The Call Quint Card #2The Show
This spread is designed to show whether a bold or cautious approach to a problem-solving scenario will produce the best solution.Use only the 40 minor arcana cards for this layout, since the intent of the reading is to describe behaviors or attitudes toward the situation  that are entirely within the seeker's control. A fifth “quintessence” card is derived from the Major Arcana to reveal the likely outcome. Poker-player's jargon is used to name the decision steps involved in arriving at a win-or-lose projection for each approach.Shuffle, cut and deal four cards alternately into the odd or even row depending on the number on the card; the fifth position is for the “quintessence” card. If one row fills up first, continue dealing the other row until it's full, discarding any off-numbered cards. Then calculate the quint in your usual way. Read each line as a story describing the flow of energy in the direction of aggressive “bidding” (odd) or of “standing pat” (even). Each row is a five-step progression showing entry, maneuvering and exit. The middle card in each row shows a critical point in developments where a key move or strategic adjustment must be made to increase the chance of success for that path. Elemental dignities can be used to identify the relative strength or weakness of the pivotal card. Advise the querent which path offers the greatest chance for a favorable result based on the more encouraging interaction and cooperation of the cards in that line.


